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REMEMBER
THIS?
WE’RE BACK!
Full details of the 2022 Two Sides
Power of Print Seminar inside
Tuesday 1 November
Stationers’ Hall, London

Making the most of mail

The results of Royal Mail ’s largest
research project in five years
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Spread the word

Brand new Two Sides fact
sheets and campaign update

We need you!

Help us to combat the rise of
greenwash and educate companies
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T H E

I S S U E

The number of marketers
given anti-greenwash training
by drinks brand Diageo / p03

I N

N U M B E R S

1,200
2,046
931
89%
71%
£7.5m
€950m

The number of organisations that
have been engaged by Two Sides
after making misleading statements
about paper / p06

The number of organisations
that have removed misleading
greenwash statements from
their communications / p06

The percentage of companies that
say customer experience is the new
competitive battlefield / p08

The percentage of people
that trust mail they receive
from companies / p09

The cost of the renovation of
Stationers’ Hall, the venue for
the 2022 Two Sides Power of
Print Seminar / p10

The ROI a French retail company
gained from a €50m investment
in doordrop media / p12

“People absolutely believe that
customer mail is safe, trustworthy and
about them, so these messages all
get through and build the relationship”
AMANDA GRIFFITHS, HEAD OF INSIGHT AND PLANNING AT ROYAL MAIL MARKETREACH / P08
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NE W S
FIND OUT MORE
Two Sides is a not-for-profit global
initiative promoting the unique
sustainable and attractive attributes
of print, paper and paper packaging.
Two Sides members span the entire
print, paper and packaging value
chain, including forestry, pulp, paper,
packaging, inks and chemicals,
fi nishing, publishing, printing,
envelopes and postal operators.
—
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DIAGEO PROVIDES ANTI-GREENWASH TRAINING
GLOBAL DRINKS GIANT Diageo has made a positive step to combat greenwashing by creating a
training programme to help its marketers integrate sustainability into brand activity and avoid
misleading environmental claims. Delivered to all 1,200 employees within Diageo‘s marketing
and innovation division, the ‘Brand Activism’ framework teaches marketers how to make supply
chains more sustainable and engage consumers in environmental issues.
“Sustainability is a complex and fast-changing
topic, and one that can create real opportunity but also
challenges for our brands,” said Jennifer English, Global
Brand Director at Baileys, who presented the programme
at this year’s Cannes Lions International Festival of
Creativity. “Greenwashing and regulations are on the rise
and we want to empower our marketers to talk about our
sustainability actions accurately and fairly, while also
creating big change for our consumers and planet.”
Diageo now plan to deliver the training to its roster
of agencies across all areas of its advertising.

SAPPI EUROPE LAUNCH NEW MAGAZINE
Two Sides would like to
give a warm welcome to
these new members...
Association of Creative and Print
Managers in Education (ACPME)
Back 2 Back Print Studio
Brown, Knight & Truscott
CDS Aylesbury
CFH Docmail
Colourprint
European Letterbox Marketing
Association (ELMA)
Inprint Litho
Landmark Press
Opus Trust Communications
Webmart

Planet
Positive+
Creating positive impact

Sustainability in action

Sappi’s commitment to the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals

Focused on healthy forests

Sourcing responsibly

Ensuring forestlands remain healthy today
AND tomorrow

Sappi Europe 2022
Building a circular economy

Engineering breakthroughs

Revolutionising fibre-based packaging solutions
to accelerate Europe’s circular transition

Global paper company
Sappi has launched a brand
new magazine dedicated to
sustainability and the vital
role the paper industry has in
the circular economy. Titled
Planet Positive, the magazine
highlights how the company
champions sustainable forestry
by unlocking more value and
purpose from every tree, as
well as reducing waste and
optimising resource use.
With content including
features on Europe’s eﬀorts
to achieve a sustainable,
low-carbon future, and how
Sappi’s mills use innovation

and ingenuity to save energy
and water, the first issue is
packed with information on
the latest methods to increase
sustainability in the industry.
“This magazine is a
testament to our shared
progress in Europe and
beyond,” said Sappi Europe
CEO Marco Eikelenboom in
the introduction. “It is also an
invitation to join us. Because
only by acting together can we
unlock the power of trees to
create a thriving world.”
—
Download a free copy of Planet
Positive or request a print copy
at www.sappi.com/planetpositive-a-new-magazinefrom-sappi-europe
Sponsored by

SPONSORED BY
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Discover the latest Two Sides activity,
which includes a European Campaign
Update, as well as new fact sheets to
outline the benefits of paper and forests

LATEST
EUROPEAN
RESULTS
Two Sides

Campaign Update
Europe January - June 2022

Love Paper adverts published in
newspapers and magazines

20 million

Consumers reached by Love Paper
adverts every month

99,500
10.8 million

Website page views

“

EU Jan - June Headlines
99,500

Welcome to the Summer 2022 European
update, that informs our valued members
and wider stakeholders of our activities and
achievements from across the Two Sides, Love
Paper and Anti-Greenwash campaigns.

190

It’s been a busy first half of the year as we’ve
continued to tell the great environmental story of
print, paper and paper-based packaging. This
year, across Europe, we’ve had 940 Love Paper
adverts placed in newspapers and magazines,
reaching more than 20 million consumers every
month.
In Europe, there is a growing understanding and
focus on companies who are Greenwashing.
Two Sides actively engages businesses, brands
and organisations to stop making misleading
environmental messages around print and
paper.

“

940

Jonathan Tame
Managing Director,
Two Sides Europe

Our work across all the campaigns wouldn’t be
possible without our 600 global members and
supporters.

You’ll find more details about our recent activities
and plans over the next few pages.

Content Items Added To Website

65

Newsletters Sent

60

Organisations Greenwashing
Successfully Challenged

940

Love Paper Adverts In
Newspapers And Magazines

14,000
10.8

million

Social Media Followers

People Reached By Social Media

Print, Paper and
Paper Packaging
have a great
environmental
story to tell

®

www.twosides.info

People reached by social media
Europe activity January-June 2022

Website Page Views

TWO SIDES HAS JUST RELEASED its

latest European Campaign Update,
which outlines the organisation’s
activity across the Two Sides,
Love Paper and Anti-Greenwash
campaigns during the fi rst half
of 2022. As well as a number of
new resources including handy
fact sheets on ‘Forest Benefits and
Biodiversity’ and ‘Paper Packaging –
The Natural Choice’, three brand
new Love Paper adverts have
been created that talk directly to
consumers about the wider benefits
of growing sustainable forests.
Meanwhile, the Anti-Greenwash
campaign has been taking
direct action against brands and
organisations that have made
misleading statements about paper
and the environment. In the fi rst
six months of 2022, Two Sides has
succeeded in removing greenwash
messages from 60 European
companies, including HSBC,
American Express and Zurich.
“It’s been a busy fi rst half of the
year as we’ve continued to tell the
great environmental story of print,
paper and paper-based packaging,”
says Two Sides Managing Director
Jonathan Tame. “Our work across
all the campaigns wouldn’t be
possible without our 600 global
members and supporters.”

—
To download the latest Two Sides
European Campaign Update, go to
https://bit.ly/3QeUbfW

TO FIND OUT MORE
ABOUT THE LOVE PAPER
CAMPAIGN AND HOW TO
USE THE LOGO ON YOUR
COMMUNICATIONS, GO TO
WWW.LOVEPAPER.ORG

04_WWW.TWOSIDES.INFO
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CA M PA I G N U P DAT E

GET
YOUR
FACTS
RIGHT
Forest Benefits
and Biodiversity
The Facts
Forests, if managed sustainably, play an essential role in climate and biodiversity protection. They protect soil and water
resources, provide livelihoods to millions of people worldwide, and contribute to the wellbeing of rural and urban communities.1
Forests are one of the world’s most valuable resources
and home to more than half the world’s land-based
animal and plant species.2

Over the past four decades, forests have helped moderate
global warming by absorbing around a quarter of the carbon
dioxide emitted by human activities.

Forests cover 31% of the world’s total land area and 40%
of the European territory. European forests are growing in
both area and volume, currently approximately 28 billion m3
and growing by around 612 million m3 every year. Less than
three quarters of the annual growth is harvested and a net
increment of over one quarter of the annual growth is added
to the forest stock, every year.3 Between 2005 and 2020,
European forests grew by 58,390km2 – that is an area larger
than Switzerland and equivalent to 1,500 football pitches of
forest growth every day.4

Carbon sequestration in forests reduces the rate of carbon
accumulation in the atmosphere and so reduces the rate of
climate change.6

Nearly 24% of forests, almost 50 million hectares – an
area equal to that of Spain, are in areas protected for
the conservation of biodiversity and landscape. The area
of forests designated for biodiversity conservation has
increased by 65% in 20 years, and the area designated for
landscape conservation by 8%.1
Forests in Europe are also becoming more diverse in tree
species composition. 67% of forest area is composed of
two or more tree species.1 The vast majority of terrestrial
biodiversity is found in the world’s forests. Together they
contain more than 60,000 different tree species and provide
habitats for 80% of amphibian species, 75% of bird species
and 68% of mammal species.5

“

Over the last 37 years, there were
only minor fluctuations in the common
forest bird index in European forests.
The fact that populations of common
forest bird species are stable indicates
the overall stability of the forest
environment and biodiversity.
State of Europe’s Forests, 2020

”

+44 (0)1327 262920

@TwoSidesUK

www.twosides.info

@TwoSidesUK

enquiries@twosides.info

/company/TwoSidesUK

Forests directly affect livelihoods and have recreational
and cultural importance.
Most of the world’s societies today have at least some
interaction with forests and the biodiversity they contain.
However, all people from around the globe benefit from the
functions provided by the factors of this biodiversity in the
carbon, water and nutrient cycles and through the links with
food production.5
The forest sector consists of forestry, the wood industry,
and the pulp and paper industry. Forests provide more than
86 million green jobs globally7, employs 3.5 million
Europeans8, and support the livelihoods of many more
people. They are vital for the conservation of biodiversity,
energy supply, soil and water protection and worth
€143 billion to the European economy each year.8
80% of the world’s forests are publicly owned and therefore
strengthening policy, legal and institutional frameworks that
improve local people’s rights to access and manage forest
resources goes a long way to improve livelihoods.9 In the
majority of countries, more than 90% of forests are accessible
to the public, with the average around 70%. About 6% of
forests are primarily designated or managed for public
recreation. The average interaction with forest recreation
such as walks, hiking, picnics, etc, is estimated at 16 visits per
person per year.1
Forests also provide positive impacts to individuals’ physical
and mental health across all ages and genders, particularly
those living in urban areas and the less privileged of the
population. In industrialised and urban living environments,
green spaces can enhance motivation for physical exercise

Print, Paper and
Paper Packaging
have a great
environmental
story to tell
www.twosides.info

TWO SIDES HAS LAUNCHED a number
of new infographics and fact sheets
to help businesses and consumers
gain a full understanding of paper
and paper packaging, and pass this
information along to dispel the many
misconceptions about the industry.
These new fact sheets not only cover
the sustainability and environmental
value of paper packaging and paper
bags, but also the many benefits of
forests for biodiversity and local
communities. Using the latest facts
about packaging and recycling,
Paper Packaging – The Natural
Choice explains the vital role paper
packaging has in product protection
and its contribution to the circular
economy, while Paper Bags – The
Natural Choice describes how these
strong, highly sustainable alternatives
to plastic bags offer a vast range of
environmental advantages.
The third new fact sheet, Forest
Benefits and Biodiversity, provides
a wealth of information about the
world’s forests and their contribution
to local communities, as well as their
essential role in providing habitats for
the world’s plant and animal species.
“These fact sheets are highly valued
by our members because they provide
clear, understandable information
that can be easily shared,” explains
Two Sides Marketing Executive
Josh Birch. “The collection of 12 fact
sheets cover the most common areas
of misunderstanding and go a long
way to educating people about the
value of print and paper.”

“THESE FACT SHEETS
ARE HIGHLY VALUED BY
OUR MEMBERS BECAUSE
THEY PROVIDE CLEAR,
UNDERSTANDABLE
INFORMATION THAT
CAN
BE EASILY SHARED”
JOSH BIRCH, TWO SIDES MARKETING EXECUTIVE

DID YOU KNOW?
48% of consumers would
avoid retailers that are not
actively trying to reduce
their use of non-recyclable
packaging (Two Sides &
Toluna, European Packaging
Preferences, 2020)
—
77% of consumers would
pay more for a product if it
came in more sustainable
packaging (Pro Carton,
European Consumer Packaging
Perceptions Study, 2018)
—
UK supermarket Morrisons
has saved over 1,300 tonnes
of plastic a year by replacing
plastic bags with paper bags
(Morrisons, 2021)
—
The recycling rate for paper
and cardboard packaging
in the EU is currently 83%
(Eurostat, 2021)
—
The world’s forests contain
more than 60,000 different
tree species and provide
habitats for 80% of amphibian
species, 75% of bird species
and 68% of mammal species
(FAO, The State of the
World’s Forests, 2020)
—
Forests employ over
3.5 million Europeans and
provide more than 86 million
jobs globally (FAO and UNEP,
2020 & Greensource, 2021)
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Discover the latest results
of the Two Sides AntiGreenwash campaign
and how you can help

TWO SIDES
ANTI-GREENWASH
SUCCESS

TWO SIDES has been stepping up its

“IT REMAINS VITAL
THAT GREENWASH IS
CHALLENGED TO ENSURE
THAT THE INDUSTRY’S
GREAT ENVIRONMENTAL
RECORD
IS RECOGNISED”
JONATHAN TAME, TWO SIDES EUROPE MANAGING DIRECTOR

2,046

anti-greenwash campaign, with a
number of international companies
removing or amending misleading
statements about paper in their
communications. In the UK, the
success rate has been almost 60%
between January and June 2022,
with companies such as NatWest,
Aegon and E.ON all changing
greenwash statements after
being contacted by Two Sides.
With 19 million, 3.8 million and
3.8 million customers respectfully,
that means 26.6 million people
will now not read unsubstantiated
environmental claims.
Across Europe during the same
time period, 213 companies have
been contacted about greenwash,
with 60 changing their communications. Globally, 275 have been
contacted, with 86 making changes.
“Not only are these greenwash
claims in breach of established
environmental marketing rules,”

The number of organisations that have been
engaged by Two Sides after making misleading
statements about paper since 2010

931

says Two Sides Managing Director
Jonathan Tame, “but they are hugely
damaging to an industry which has
a solid and continually improving
environmental record.”
The Two Sides Anti-Greenwash
campaign is a vital tool for the
print and paper industry, helping
companies and organisations
understand the consequences of
greenwash on the industry and the
environment, as well as preventing
the spread of misinformation so
that consumers recognise the value
of paper and its contribution to the
circular economy.
“It remains vital that greenwash
is challenged to ensure that the
industry’s great environmental
record is recognised,” says Jonathan,
“and that the livelihoods of thousands
of industry employees, as well as
print, paper and postage volumes,
are not damaged by the spread
of misleading and opportunistic
greenwash marketing.”

The number of organisations that have
consequently removed these misleading
statements from their communications

€337 million
The annual value of the European
paper, print and mailing industry
that greenwash threatens

06_WWW.TWOSIDES.INFO
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A N T I-G R E E N WAS H

HELP US
TACKLE
GREENWASH

09/08/2022, 12:41

Gmail - Be-leaf it or not, we can all save more paper

Sam Upton <sam.upton0@gmail.com>

Be-leaf it or not, we can all save more paper
Dropbox <no-reply@em-s.dropbox.com>
Reply-To: no-reply@em-s.dropbox.com
To: sam.upton0@gmail.com

23 April 2022 at 19:14

THE SUCCESS OF THE Two Sides

Anti-Greenwash campaign relies on
the involvement of our members and
consumers, spotting any examples
of greenwash and reporting them
to us. We can then investigate the
statements and, if required, contact
the company and explain the
environmental value of print and
paper, as well as the legal situation
around greenwashing.
Two examples of greenwashing
were seen in recent communications
from retailer Screwfi x and digital
storage service Dropbox. With
posters stating that “Reducing
the number of printed catalogues

rees

three ways you can use Dropbox to do your part for the
n paper waste.
e trees

has saved 74,000 trees”, Screwfi x
announced that customers would
now have to request their 1,000-page
catalogue rather than simply pick it
up from in-store bins.
To address this obvious instance
of greenwash, Two Sides has sent
a letter to the Screwfi x head office,
stating that without substantiation,
the claim of saving trees is not
based on fact and falls foul of the
new Competition and Markets
Authority (CMA) Green Claims
Code. The letter also requests a
meeting to explain the facts and help
Screwfi x avoid making misleading or
unsupported claims in the future.
Meanwhile, Dropbox ran an email
and online campaign with the title
‘Be-leaf it or not, we can all save more
paper’, which made statements such
as “Learn three ways you can use
Dropbox to do your part for the planet
by cutting down on paper waste” and
“Secure your data and the future of
forests with Dropbox Backup”.
Following the campaign, Two
Sides was inundated with complaints
about the digital company’s claims,
and swiftly wrote to the company’s
CEO urging Dropbox to stop using
these deceptive environmental
claims. Two Sides members have
also been asked to send their own
letters to press@dropbox.com.
—
If you are one of the millions of Dropbox
customers that uses its free or paid-for
services and wish to send a letter to
Dropbox about greenwashing, we have
a sample letter available to download at
https://bit.ly/3Qs8HAT
—
If you spot any other instances of
greenwash, please email the details
to greenwash@twosides.info

Secure your data and the
future of forests with Dropbox
Backup
Every time you search through the clutter
for financial, healthcare, or other
documents, remember they used to be a
tree. Never lose another file and reduce
waste with Dropbox Backup.
Back up for the planet

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Made from FSC Recycled certified fibre
Carbon Balanced via World Land Trust
Available in high white and natural finishes
Suitable for all print processes
Next day delivery across the UK
Swatches, samples and dummies available on request

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=e23ca1d66a&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1730923928819868487&simpl=msg-f%3A173092392881986…

1/2

www.denmaur.com
www.revivepaper.com
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CUSTOM
MAI

CONSUMERS RECOGNISE AND
ENGAGE WITH MAIL’S
SUSTAINABILITY

THEY WA
BRANDS
USING
US
37

Classified: RMG – Internal

Classified: RMG – Internal

PEOPLE TEND TO BELIEVE MOST MAIL IS MADE FROM RECYCLED
PAPER AND THEY RECYCLE IT

We delve deep into the latest
research by Royal Mail Marketreach
to discover the importance of keeping
your customers happy and the role
mail can play in retaining their
business and building your brand

MOST FEEL THEY SHOULD BE
TO PAY TO RECEIVE MAIL

Attitudes towards choice of comms

Belief in statement about recycled paper
% Believe vs. disbelieve
More than 6 in 10 agree
they recycle their mail

83%
(3%)

52%

28%

People should have the
choice of whether they get
communications by mail or
email

Most of the paper items I
receive in the post are made
from recycled paper

Classified: RMG – Internal

Question(s): R3. Please look at the following statements. For each one, suppose you were told this by someone you generally trust, would you believe it or not?
Base: All answering R3 (2,094)

ARE YOU
WINNING THE
CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE
BATTLE?

38
Classified: RMG – Internal

in the world of direct mail ,

one of its most common uses is
sales activation. A new product is
launched, a new service is offered,
a new store opens – direct mail
can get straight through to target
audiences with immediate and
relevant messages and discounts.
But brands and organisations could
be missing out on another key
weapon in the marketing armoury –
customer mail.
Defined as mail sent to a named
individual who has some level of
relationship with the organisation,
customer mail has all the advantages
of direct mail but with added layers
of trust and personalisation. It’s the
welcome packs, the bank statements,
the loyalty card updates, the hospital
appointments – the stuff of modern
life. And it presents a fantastic way
to build and maintain a brand.
THE JOY OF CX
The potential of customer mail has
its roots in the increasing importance
of customer experience (CX). Known
as the impression an organisation
gives its customers of the brand
at every touchpoint, CX is now
regarded as the number one priority
for building brand equity, with 89%
of companies agreeing it’s the new
competitive battlefield1.
A brand that’s great at CX will not
only keep their customers happy,

08_WWW.TWOSIDES.INFO
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CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

CUSTOMERS ARE CLEAR THAT
MAIL AND DIGITAL ARE
DIFFERENT

CUSTOMER MAIL’S IMPACT IS
BASED ON TRUST
TRUST IS THE BEDROCK OF
GREAT CX

THEY WANT BOTH AND EXPECT
BRANDS TO RESPECT THEM BY
USING ALL CHANNELS AND
USING THEM WELL

al

Classified: RMG – Internal

FEEL THEY SHOULD BE FREE TO CHOOSE AND DON’T WANT
Y TO RECEIVE MAIL

JICMAIL’S DIARY PANEL CONFIRMS CUSTOMER MAIL’S IMPACT

es towards choice of comms / digital channels Agree (Disagree)

83%
(3%)

People should have the
choice of whether they get
communications by mail or
email

nal

28%
(47%)

It’s right for companies to
ask customers to pay more
to get mail communications

67%
(10%)

Too many companies expect
me to download their app

Question(s): R2. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 28
Base: All answering R2 (2,098)

retain their loyalty, and attract new
customers, but increase revenue
and decrease cost-to serve. It should
be an obvious route to boosting
profitability, but many companies
have shifted their CX to digital
channels, trading reduced costs for
customer satisfaction.
Now, with switching services
becoming easier by the day, many
companies are battling with the
challenge of keeping their customers
happy at every point of the customer
journey in an attempt to reduce
churn – a battle that many seem to
be losing, especially in the aftermath
of a pandemic that’s put a strain on
many consumer relationships.
THE SUPERPOWER OF TRUST
What many companies are searching
for is a way to improve their CX to
keep their customers happy, and
it’s with this in mind that Royal
Mail Marketreach embarked upon
their biggest research programme
in five years. Taking two years
to complete, Customer Mail: The
physical connection that transforms
customer experience is an in-depth
review of CX and multi-channel
communications using interviews
with customers and business
decision makers in the fi nancial
services, retail, government and
energy/telcomms sectors.
What the report discovered was

99%

Engaged with

83%
Opened

70%

Read, looked at

40%
Filed for
reference

Source: JICMAIL 2022

15

Classified: RMG – Internal

that not only do decision makers
have a wildly different view of the
effectiveness of their CX to their
customers (80% of brands think
they deliver a superior customer
experience, while only 8% of their
customers agree2), but customer
mail is an extremely powerful
channel to gain the attention of
the customer, compel them to
take action, and build a positive
perception of the brand.
“Mail is super-trusted,” says
Amanda Griﬃths, Head of Insight
and Planning at Royal Mail
Marketreach. “People absolutely
believe that customer mail is safe,
trustworthy and about them, so these
messages all get through and build
the relationship.”
SAFE, ORGANISED, IN CONTROL
The results from the Marketreach
report are fascinating: Customer
mail beats email for positive
engagement by 69% to 55%, as well
as being something that a consumer
is twice as likely to pay careful
attention to. The trust people put in

“PEOPLE ABSOLUTELY BELIEVE
THAT CUSTOMER MAIL IS SAFE,
TRUSTWORTHY AND ABOUT THEM,
SO THESE MESSAGES ALL GET THROUGH
AND
BUILD THE RELATIONSHIP”
AMANDA GRIFFITHS, HEAD OF INSIGHT AND PLANNING AT ROYAL MAIL MARKETREACH

mail also shone through, with 71%
of respondents completely trusting
the mail they receive. This trust
extended to all sectors investigated,
with areas from ‘Local council’ to
‘Hospital appointment’ all achieving
positive ratings of 60% or above.
Another compelling advantage
of customer mail is that it enables
people to better manage their
business relationships, helping them
to feel organised and in control.
Answering the question of what
they fi nd mail useful for, 81% said
to keep as proof of address, 76%
said easy access to sender’s contact
information, and 72% said to
compare account details and prices
year on year.
“Getting your hands on digital
content is harder,” explains Amanda.
“You may have forgotten where you
fi led it and spend an hour digging
through a website. But with the
physicality of customer mail, you
can access information quickly and
easily. People hold onto it, people go
back to it, people set it aside because
they want to engage with it. It’s all the
things that mail does, but customer
mail creates a real brand impression,
which is where its strength lies.”
MAKING MAIL WORK
But like any really effective
communications channel, to realise
the full potential of customer mail
you have to do it well. A combination
of clear and concise information,
good design, and the right frequency
for the audience will work wonders
for your response rates and customer
satisfaction. Consistent branding
across all platforms, personalisation
at a number of touchpoints, a multichannel approach, and a range of
contact options will also help.
“Everything goes back to customer
experience,” says Amanda. “When
mail feels personal and relevant and
important, it works better. Without
changing the message but making it
clearer and more relevant, you can
suddenly increase your response rate.
It’s all about great communication.”
—
To read the Royal Mail Marketreach
Customer Mail report, go to
marketreach.co.uk/resource/customer-mail
—
1
Gartner, 2015
2
Accenture Fjord Trends, 2022
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THIS YEAR’S Two
Sides Power of Print
Seminar returns
to the prestigious
Stationers’ Hall in
London for its fi rst in-person event
since 2019. Not only that, the event
features one of the best line-ups
in its 12-year history, with leading
experts in print, paper, packaging,
sustainability, publishing, marketing
and economics providing insight and
inspiration in one of London’s most
prestigious venues.
The seminar is also important for
Stationers’ Hall itself, with the venue
having just opened after a £7.5m
renovation. Taking 18 months to
complete, the project has added new
meeting rooms, a second entrance
and a lift to improve access to the
Livery Hall, as well as air cooling
throughout the building.
Following the day event, there
will be a drinks reception and gala
three-course dinner, with the
after-dinner speaker confi rmed
as Ian MacGregor former editor
of The Telegraph newspaper.

—
For more information on this year’s
event, go to https://powerofprint.info

POWER
OF
PRINT
2022

SECURE YOUR PLACE
THE TWO SIDES POWER OF PRINT
SEMINAR 2022 WILL TAKE PLACE
ON TUESDAY 1 NOVEMBER AT
STATIONERS’ HALL IN LONDON.
TICKETS ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT
HTTPS://POWEROFPRINT.INFO
TWO SIDES MEMBERS ARE
ELIGIBLE FOR A DISCOUNT
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Amanda Griffiths, Head
of Insight and Planning,
Royal Mail Marketreach
As one of the country’s key
advocates for direct mail,
Marketreach promotes
the business potential of
mail as a product, medium
and revenue generator.
With years of experience
working in a number of top
US ad agencies, Amanda
has a unique insight into the
effectiveness of mail, and
will deliver that insight along
with the latest research.

Sajeeda Merali, CEO, PPA
Former Chief Revenue
Officer at the New
Statesman Media Group,
Sajeeda is now responsible
for the development of a
transformational agenda
for the Professional
Publishers Association
(PPA) and its members,
championing new and
emerging commercial
models, and accelerating
the organisation’s work
to improve diversity and
inclusion across the industry.

Mark Maslin, Professor of
Earth System Science, UCL
As one of the world’s leading
experts on global warming,
Mark Maslin is ideally placed
to deliver the fundamental
facts about climate change,
including why governments
are starting to take real
action, how businesses can
respond to the challenges
and opportunities, and how
climate change is already
affecting our daily lives.

Laurel Miller, Creative
Director, a.m. associates
With a huge amount of
experience in packaging,
Laurel Miller focuses on
designing packaging and
materials that are kinder
to the environment. By
exploring the value of
design in solving the
environmental challenge,
Laurel will highlight the
problems surrounding
recycling and demonstrate
how to use materials to their
best advantage.

Charles Jarrold,
Chief Executive, BPIF
Opening the morning
session, the Chief Executive
of the British Print Industry
Federation will provide an
overview of the printing
industry, explaining how
companies are coping with
the pandemic fallout and
infl ation, and how they
are reacting to current
economic, political and
technological changes.

Ben Briggs, Managing
Partner, Join the Dots
As Managing Partner of
the Bath-based digital
marketing agency, Ben
understands the shifting
landscape of the industry
and the effect e-commerce
has had on marketing. His
presentation will show how
consumer behaviour has
changed over the past few
years while showcasing
digital brands that have
discovered print channels
during the crisis.

Rowena Humby, Co-founder
and CEO, Starcount
With digital advertising
about to go through a huge
transformation in 2023
thanks to new legislation,
there’s a key opportunity
for mail to win back media
spend with advertisers.
Rowena will outline
Starcount’s new consumer
classification that brings
digital data to the mail
industry, inspiring marketers
to adopt mail as a channel.

Andrea Boltho, Director of
Oxford Economics, Oxford
University
A returning favourite
for the Seminar, Andrea
Boltho’s insights into
the UK, European and
global economies will be
fascinating for businesses
and individuals alike. The
renowned economics
expert will discuss the
impact of Covid-19, the
Ukrainian war, and infl ation
on the economy, giving his
thoughts and predictions
for the years ahead.

Jori Ringman, Director
General, CEPI
An expert in sustainability,
the environment, consumer
protection, and the circular
economy, the Director
General of the Confederation
of European Paper Industries
(CEPI) will deliver a number
of key facts on the state of
European forestry, how this
forestry is being managed,
and what the European
paper industry is doing
to preserve forests.

Ian MacGregor, Editor
Emeritus of The Telegraph
At the evening gala dinner,
we are delighted to have
Ian MacGregor as speaker.
The Editor Emeritus of
The Telegraph has had
a long and distinguished
career in journalism,
with a number of senior
editorial roles under his
belt. Ian is also Chair of the
Society of Editors and the
Advisory Board at Sheffield
University’s School of
Journalism, as well as on
the board of IPSO.
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IS DATA AND TECHNOLOGY ALTERING
THE DOORDROP INDUSTRY?
DEFINITELY IN TERMS OF THE
ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENT AND
TARGETING. BUT A LOT OF THE SUCCESS
OF DOORDROPS COMES FROM THE
FACT THAT CONSUMERS LIKE THEM

that this is a spurious claim. They
are doing it for other reasons – to
save money or invest more in digital
without first measuring the footprint
of that digital activity compared to
print media.
Which type of doordrop is the most
popular across Europe?

Leaflets, flyers, mini-brochures and
catalogues. It’s different from the UK
where we have clients across multiple
sectors – almost every sector in the
UK uses doordrop. Across Europe it’s
mainly a retail activation tool used
by budget retailers such as Lidl and
Aldi, as well as the mainstream ones
like Carrefour and Albert Heijn.
All the leading retailers in any
given market will all be using large
quantities of doordrop, delivering
those offers into the home.
Is data and technology altering the
doordrop industry?

mark davies, Chairman of the European Letterbox Marketing

Association (ELMA), explains the staggering success of doordrop
across Europe and why the organisation decided to join Two Sides

“THE ROI OF
DOORDROP IS
EXTRAORDINARY”
What were the reasons for ELMA
joining Two Sides?

We’re a not-for-profit organisation
funded through membership
fees, which pays to keep the lights
on and our website, as well as a
range of activities in support of
our channel. One route we chose
to invest in is membership of Two
Sides. With my Whistl hat on
[Mark is also Managing Director
(Doordrop Media) of Whistl], I’ve
long admired the work they do,

and this was an opportunity from
ELMA’s perspective to bring all that
insight and understanding of the
environmental story around print
into our membership. And by the
same token, give Two Sides and the
Love Paper campaign access into
markets where they don’t currently
operate. There are mutual benefits.
Is there a strong desire for ELMA
members to use the environmental
story of paper?

It’s one of the pressure points that
we often feel – one of the excuses
that people will use if they choose
not to run campaigns. We’ve had
several high-profile clients across
the ELMA retail base that have
chosen to justify a move away from
investing in leaflets on the basis
of doing the right thing for the
environment. Obviously we know,
from Two Sides’ data and messages,

Definitely in terms of the accuracy
of measurement and targeting. But a
lot of the success of doordrops come
from the fact that consumers like
them, and there’s lots of engagement
research from the different markets
about the large amount of time spent
reading them. In Holland, people
spend on average 40 minutes a week
reading doordrops, so we know they
are well received and looked at. From
a retail perspective, they are seen as
one of, if not the most effective retail
traffic-driving channel.
What’s the average ROI of doordrop
across Europe?

The ROI is extraordinary. The
amounts of investments are
extraordinary, but then so are the
numbers. One of the leading retail
giants in France spends around
€50m on print production and
distribution, and their analysis says
they get a 19:1 return on investment –
that’s a €950m return from doordrop.
What do you hope to get out of being
a Two Sides member?

Membership of Two Sides will
give us more in the toolkit in terms
of setting the record straight and
making sure that the right stories are
being told, and the challenges that we
are facing are fundamentally dealt
with through facts – real science
as opposed to spurious greenwash
claims that can’t be justified.
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NEWS

IS PAPER THE ANSWER TO
CLEANER AIR TRAVEL?

SMURFIT KAPPA GO VEGAN

GLOBAL PACKAGING giant Smurfit Kappa
has announced that it has gone vegan. As
the world’s fi rst packaging company to be
certified by The Vegan Society, they not
only have a vegan-conscious supply chain,
with paper, glue, starch and inks sourced
from eco-conscious suppliers, but offer a
wide range of vegan-approved packaging
solutions suitable for food and drinks,
fashion and cosmetics.
Smurfit Kappa’s partnership with
The Vegan Society marks the fi rst time
a packaging company has registered
products with the organisation, as well
as being the 60,000th product to hold
the Vegan trademark. With research by

The Vegan Society revealing that 97% of
vegans and vegetarians will look for vegan
verification on food and drink products
before making a purchase, it’s a move
that could have a number of business
advantages, as well as sustainability value.
“We are thrilled to be the fi rst packaging
company to be recognised as Vegan
Society-certified,” said Mark Robinson,
Senior Business Development Manager
at Smurfit Kappa Markham Vale. “This
accreditation will give reassurances to
customers with a preference for vegan
products that all components of our
fi nished products are cruelty-free and
not from animal origin.”

As far as global carbon emissions
go, flying is one of the most
harmful ways you can travel.
But a potential solution could
come from the most unlikely
source: paper. Researchers at
Washington State University,
the University of Dayton, and
Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory in the US have
developed a biofuel using paper
industry by-product lignin
that they say delivers higher
performance and fuel efficiency
with fewer emissions and lower
costs than conventional fuel.
The researchers found that
the new biofuel offered higher
density and lower emissions
than conventional jet fuel, while
retaining the ability to swell the
rings used to seal metal joints in
engines. “This process creates
a cleaner, more energy-dense
fuel,” said Bin Yang, co-author
of the paper. “That’s exactly
what sustainable aviation fuels
need for the future.”
Since lignin is one of the
most abundant materials on
Earth, this could be a huge step
forward in the switch from
fossil fuel to biofuel for the
airline industry. Many airlines
have signed agreements to buy
millions of gallons of biofuel
over the next few decades, and
this discovery could accelerate
the move to cleaner air travel.
—
To read the full paper, go to
https://bit.ly/3SGdpwD

42%

reduction in
carbon output by

https://healeys-printers.co.uk/environmental-2/

2030
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A FESTIVAL OF PRINT
This year’s Glastonbury Festival had
plenty of outstanding musical moments,
but one of the highlights for print fans was
the event newspaper. Featuring interviews
with co-organisers Michael Eavis and his
daughter Emily, plus Fatboy Slim, Billy
Bragg and Neil Finn, the Glastonbury Free
Press was not only distributed on site
but also printed there, on a vintage 1957
Heidelberg OHZ-Cylinder letterpress.

The on-site printing gave festival goers
the opportunity to experience the
printing process close up, as well as
have an exclusive Glastonbury-themed
image screen-printed onto a t-shirt.
“Bands always say this audience is the
most generous, respectful and up-for-it
crowd there is,” said Emily Eavis in the
newspaper. “So I would like to say thank
you to everyone who’s supported and
stuck by us over the last three years.”

FRESH
THINKING

From paper Covid-19 tests to a Finnish insect hotel, we pick out the latest uses of print, paper and paperboard

BED AND BOARD
Some of the best pieces of
packaging are ones that
have a dual purpose, shifting
function once their first job
of protecting a product is
complete. This paperboard box
designed by Finnish company
Metsä Board is a fantastic
example, transforming from
attractive packaging for golf

THE SUSTAINABLE COVID-19 TEST
balls to an insect hotel. Winner
of Finland’s 2022 New Wood
competition, the packaging
is designed to provide shelter
for bugs and larvae using
the separate parts made of
paperboard included in the
cover. “Our aim was to create
a simple, smart and costeffective structure that would
be easy to assemble and fill
with leaves, sawdust or dry
grass after its primary use
as a golf ball box,” explained
Aki Kuivaniemi, CEO of Golf
Coat Oy. “Our packaging
provides a habitat that is good
for nature and also brings
circular economy thinking
to the game of golf.”

With cases of Covid-19 still high, millions of tests are being used around the world. But
while these tests are vital in stemming the pandemic, the extra amount of plastic is a
cause for concern. With the average test kit containing 10 grams of plastic, thousands
of tons of unrecyclable waste is being sent to landfill across the world, so designers
are looking at more sustainable solutions. One solution could be Eco-Flo, a rapid test
that’s both biodegradable and recyclable. Made of paper pulp, the test consists of a
single piece that ﬂips open to reveal a small saliva dish. The user would then spit into
the dish and close the unit, passing the saliva onto an absorbent pad. Results displayed
via two check boxes would be ready in 15 minutes.
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INS PIR AT ION

SUSTAINABLE BEAUTY

PUTTING PEN TO PAPER
In an age of notifications and banner ads, brands are
rediscovering the power of letter writing. Following John Lewis
sending out handwritten Christmas cards to 80,000 customers,
British sportswear brand Sweaty Betty has sent personalised
notes out to thousands of loyal customers. The note offers
both the company’s thanks and a generous offer, combining a
discount with the intimacy of handwriting, taking advantage of
print marketing’s increased trust and ability to encourage brand
loyalty. “Loyalty doesn’t mean the same thing it did 10 years
ago,” explains Georgina Little, Head of CRM at Sweaty Betty.
“Loyalty now doesn’t mean ‘spend more, get more’. It’s all about
how customers perceive the values of your brand.”

The Royal Mint has launched the
world’s first jewellery brand to use
100% recovered gold sourced from
discarded electronic waste. Titled
886, the collection features a series
of necklaces, earrings, bracelets
and rings mostly produced at The
Royal Mint’s plant in Llantrisant,
South Wales, combining traditional
manufacturing methods with
innovative engineering skills
to create highly distinctive and
sustainable pieces. The use of
recovered gold is a bold step
in highlighting the problem of
electronic waste – a recent UN report
estimates that, at the current rate,
global e-waste will reach 74 Mt by
2030, making it the fastest-growing
domestic waste stream in the world.
“The Royal Mint was created as a
trusted place to store value through
materials,” said Dominic Jones,
Creative Director at The Royal Mint,
“and the 886 collection explores
the idea of jewellery as a wearable
asset in beautiful, classic pieces
that will retain their value for
multiple generations.”
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Become A Member Today!
Two Sides seeks to ensure that print, paper, and paper-based packaging
remains an essential communication medium in today’s digital world and
the preferred and sustainable way to pack and protect.
By becoming a member and joining our community
of like-minded industry professionals, you will receive:
• Facts, primary research and information on the
effectiveness and sustainability of print, paper and
paper packaging.
• License to use the Two Sides and Love Paper
branding and logo.
• Co-branding of all Two Sides resources, including our
popular Myths and Facts booklet.
• Regular E-news and Campaign Updates with key
results and successes.
• The Page, an inspiring pro-print magazine published
3 times per year.
• Expert advice and guidance.
• Events and networking opportunities, including our
Power of Print seminar.
Want to join? Simply visit:
www.twosides.info/become-a-member

+44 (0)1327 262920

@TwoSidesUK

www.twosides.info

@TwoSidesUK

enquiries@twosides.info

/company/TwoSidesUK
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Print and Paper
have a great
environmental
story to tell
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